TRAP laws and abortion rates: Do restrictions matter?

Background

Demand-side restrictions may not have a meaningful effect on abortion rates (2, 3)
Supply-side restrictions (or Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) laws)
may impact abortion rates by limiting access to services (3)

•

Certain laws may have particularly strong effects on abortion rates (4,5)

•

Evidence on the causal effect of TRAP laws is limited due to:
•

Lack of detailed trends on TRAP enforcement.

•

Descriptive nature of most existing work.

•

Inconsistent TRAP classification schemes.
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Objectives
• To compile high-quality data on TRAP enforcement
over time, by state.
• To estimate the causal impact of TRAP enforcement
on in-state abortion rates from 1991-2011.
• We used a difference-in-differences (DD) approach to
account for secular trends and time-invariant statelevel characteristics.

• Certain TRAP laws may be associated
with a decrease in in-state abortion rates

• 15 states enforced TRAP laws from 1991-2011 (in-period), 7 states enforced after 2011
(post-period), 15 states had never enacted TRAP laws as of 2016 (never), and 9 states
enforced prior to 1991 (pre-period; also excluded from analysis)

• Abortion rates may have started to shift
prior to policy enforcement
• Findings may reflect exposure
misclassification, legislation in response
to population trends (i.e., policy
endogeneity), or an effect of policy
enactment on abortion rates

• Three states (IN, MO, SC) enforced a combination of TRAP laws (ASC requirements +
admitting privileges) similar to Texas’s HB2
• Primary analyses compared inperiod enforcers to post-period
• Null association between
composite TRAP and abortion
rates, controlling for state/year
fixed-effects & time-varying
covariates (-0.64 (-.60, .031))
• ASC + admitting privileges may
reduce abortion rates by
approximately 1/1,000 women
(-1.32 (-2.46, -0.18))

Abortion rates by TRAP timing
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•

• Excluded four states (CA, NH, NJ, WY) and the District of Columbia due to
insufficient/unreliable data on abortion rates

• Rates by state of residence may better
represent the impact of TRAP
exposure
Next steps:
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US abortion rates have reached historic lows, but state-level abortion restrictions are on the rise (1)
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Conclusions
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•

Capture more precise data on
TRAP timing to assess the
possibility of reverse causality
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Assess impact of TRAP on
abortion rates by state of residence,
using data from the CDC and
Guttmacher Institute
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• Findings were relatively robust to choice of comparison group and inclusion of covariates
• Sensitivity analyses suggested possible pre-policy shifts in abortion rates

TRAP laws and abortion rates: difference in differences estimates

Methods
Data
• Exposure: State-level TRAP enforcement from 1991-2011, manually compiled from legal/policy documents
• Admitting privileges, OB/GYN requirements, proximity to hospital, transfer agreements, general
structural requirements, ambulatory surgical center (ASC) requirements
• Excluded enjoined laws and laws pertaining only to late-term abortions
• Outcome: Abortion rate by state of occurrence (source: CDC)
• Covariates: Population size, birth rate, teen birth rate, education, median household income, poverty rate,
unemployment rate, governor's political party

Analyses
•

Assessed TRAP exposure as: 1) a composite of the all the collected categories; and 2) a combination of ASC
requirements and admitting privileges (4, 5)

•

Assessed pre-policy trends in exposed and unexposed states, compared trends in abortion rates across policy
timing categories, conducted DD robustness checks using leads and lags

All TRAP laws (composite)
Estimateb
95% CI
Traditional comparison (with year fixed effects)c
Crude
-3.61
(-6.48, -0.75)
Adjustedd
-3.41
(-6.87, 0.06)

ASC + admitting privilegesa
Estimateb
95% CI
-5.58
-4.27

(-7.49, -3.66)
(-6.66, -1.89)
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DD: In period vs. never-enforcers & post-period enforcers
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aEstimated

effect of TRAP on abortion rates (abortions per 1,000 women)
to Texas's HB2
cSimple comparison of states that ever (vs. never) enacted TRAP laws
dAdjusted for state poverty rates, teen pregnancy rates, governor's political party, and availability of public funds for abortion
bSimilar
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